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NATHASYA OCTAVIANE
Health & Nutrition Coach, Clinical Hypnotherapist, 

Sattva Himalayan Yoga & Meditation Teacher

Founded AKKU with the goal of educating others to live a balanced life, transform 

their mindset and habits. 

Specialises in managing stress/anxiety and improving eating habits. 

Received an in-depth training in nutrition, health and wellness, coaching skills and 

business development from the Institute of Integrative Nutrition (New York, USA)

Trained in clinical hypnotherapy in London, UK, which focused on addressing 

emotional & mental health issues as well as smoking cessation.

Trained in yoga and meditation from the foothills of Himalayas with Anand 

Mehrotra, founder of Sattva Yoga.

My approach: addressing the issue of an individual by looking at a person as a 

whole (nutrition, environment, lifestyle habits, relationships).
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MY MISSION

TO EDUCATE, GUIDE AND MOTIVATE PEOPLE TO MAKE 
SUSTAINABLE HEALTHY CHANGES INTO THEIR LIVES.
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ISSUES I WORK WITH

Stress/Anxiety
Confidence/self-esteem issues
Improving eating habits
Digestive issues
Weight loss
Energy levels
Improve eating habits
Reduce cravings
Insomnia
Break negative habits
Depression (other than bipolar)
Traumas
Fears/phobias
Relationship issues
Stop smoking
Developing mindful practices
Gain emotional support in dealing with chronic illness
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*Please note that some of the issues mentioned above are better 
to be addressed privately in one-on-one sessions and not in a 
group. 
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3 Main Pillars

NUTRITION

It's not about diet. It's about eating the 
right foods for your body type. Using 
food to heal your body, mind & soul. 

Remember that the gut is like our second 
brain. "A healthy gut environment is the 

basis of good mental health and is 
responsible for how well we’re able to 

calm down after stress has passed."

MINDSET

You will learn the ways to strengthen 
your mindset and the practical tools to 
use at any situations (e.g. networking 
event). If you're eating & exercising 

correctly, but you have a negative/weak 
mindset, you are still not fully living a 

healthy life.

LIFESTYLE

It's important to also look at your 
lifestyle habits (your environment, sleep, 

relationships/social life, career, and 
physical activity) as they can be the root 
cause or the trigger of your issue/thing 
you would like to work on. You will learn 

on how to create sustainable lifelong 
lifestyle habits.



Benefits of Wellness Programs

REDUCE WORKPLACE STRESS

While workplace stress is normal and 
inevitable, excessive stress can impact a 
person's physical and emotional health and 
affect a person's relationships, performance, 
and productivity. With me, you will learn the 
practical tools to manage stress at any 
situation (e.g. during a meeting, etc.). 

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND 

ENGAGEMENT

Healthy (emotionally & physically) employees 
are more productive. Research across 
numerous industries found that increased 
satisfaction at work is directly linked with 
increased productivity.

REDUCE TURNOVER RATES

Many studies have shown how wellness 
programs reduce turnover rates. Progression 
and personal development is a great way to 
reward employees and ensure they're 
satisfied in their position. Everyone craves a 
positive working environment.

REDUCE HEALTHCARE COSTS & 

ABSENTEEISM

Workplace wellness programs will impact 
unhealthy behaviours, which consequently 
help to reduce healthcare costs & 
absenteeism. By helping employees adopt 
and maintain healthy behaviours, they 
improve their health and avoid chronic 
diseases.
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TYPES OF PROGRAMS/PACKAGES
 

One-on-one sessions of exclusive health 
coaching programs and individual may opt 
to have hypnotherapy sessions included or 
not. These programs are more intimate as 
we work one-on-one and focus heavily on 

individual's personal goals. 

Three levels of coaching, ranging from 
my most comprehensive elite package 

to my jumpstart program. Each 
package is guaranteed to get results 

and can be scheduled at your 
convenience. 
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Individual Transformational Programs corporate wellness packages



Individual Transformational Programs

LEAP
(12 WEEKS)

6 x 50-mins 1:1 coaching 
sessions
Body-Mind-Soul Journal
Personalised guided 
meditation recording
Personalised 
exercises/tools
Supermarket tour
Recipes ebook
Accountability check-ins

EMPOWERMENT
(12 WEEKS)

4 x 50-mins 1:1 coaching 
sessions
2 x 60-90 mins 
hypnotherapy sessions
Body-Mind-Soul Journal
Personalised guided 
meditation recording
Personalised 
exercises/tools
Supermarket tour
Recipes ebook
Accountability check-ins

BALANCE
(24 WEEKS)

12 x 50-mins 1:1 coaching 
sessions
Body-Mind-Soul Journal
Personalised guided 
meditation recording
Personalised 
exercises/tools
Supermarket tour
Recipes ebook
Accountability check-ins

TRANSFORMATION
(24 WEEKS)

9 x 50-mins 1:1 coaching 
sessions
3 x 60-90 mins 
hypnotherapy sessions
Body-Mind-Soul Journal
Personalised guided 
meditation recording
Personalised 
exercises/tools
Supermarket tour
Recipes ebook
Accountability check-ins
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Corporate Wellness Packages

JUMP START TO 
WELLNESS

12 x 45-mins group 
coaching sessions over 12 
months
Books, recipes, and other 
great giveaways
Yoga, Meditation and 
Breathwork (optional)

STEP UP TO 
SUCCESS

12 x 45-mins group 
coaching sessions over 12 
months
3 x 60-mins health and 
wellness pre-recorded 
webinar
Individual email support 
during open hours
All books, materials, and 
recipes included
Yoga, Meditation and 
Breathwork (optional)

ELITE CUSTOM

12 x 45-mins group 
coaching sessions over 12 
months
Monthly one-on-one laser 
coaching sessions
6 x 60-mins health and 
wellness pre-recorded 
webinar
Lunch-and-Learn 
activities tailored 
specifically for your group
Unlimited individual email 
support
All books, materials, and 
recipes included
Yoga, Meditation and 
Breathwork (optional)
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Office space in the center of Barcelona for 
one-on-one sessions: Carrer Balmes 76, 3-2. 
Depending on the program chosen, I am also 
available to come to your office.



If you have another idea on how 
you would like me to bring health 
and wellness to your company, I'd 

be happy to discuss it with you!
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Frequently Asked Questions

WHAT IS A HEALTH COACH?

A Health Coach is a professional guide and mentor who 
empowers individuals to take responsibility for their 

health and supports them in making sustainable 
lifestyle choices. Health Coaches do not prescribe one 

diet or one way of living. Rather, they help people 
develop a deeper understanding of food and lifestyle 

choices that work best with their bodies. Some common 
areas where a Health Coach can assist include weight 
management, food cravings, sleep, energy, digestion, 

stress, and time management

WHAT IS HYPNOTHERAPY?

Hypnotherapy is a combination of hypnosis with 
psycho-therapeutic techniques, including Neuro-

Linguistic Programming. Hypnosis is a natural state of 
mind you can be guided into. It is the gateway to 

reprogramming an unwanted behaviour pattern and/or 
creating a new, positive one. In hypnotherapy, we work 

directly with the subconscious mind to achieve your 
specific goal or address an issue. In short, 

hypnotherapy is like a guided meditation with a specific 
goal. Despite what's shown on the popular media, you 
can't get stuck in hypnosis and you cannot be made to 

do anything you don't want to do.

HOW SOON WILL WE SEE RESULTS?

Naturally, this will vary from person to person based on their 
current level of health and their willingness to participate. 
Nevertheless, even if the motivation isn't there right away, 

that's okay. I am skilled in inspiring clients to take action. My 
workshops, presentations, coaching sessions, and materials 

are interesting and engaging. By starting with small, 
achievable goals, employees will start seeing results rather 

quickly and will be motivated to move on to larger goals.

HOW MUCH TIME WILL EMPLOYEES NEED 
TO DEDICATE TO THIS PROGRAM?

That depends on your organisation and the program 
you wish your employees to receive. My corporate 

wellness programs vary from the very basic - working 
during lunch breaks or scheduled times each month - to 
the most comprehensive where employees have access 
to support and information each week. Obviously, the 
more comprehensive the program is, the more time is 

required on the day to day basis. I will work with your 
organization to create the best corporate wellness 

format for your budget and your staff's needs.

WHAT IF THERE ARE NO SERIOUS HEALTH 
ISSUES WITHIN THE COMPANY? WILL WE 

STILL BENEFIT FROM THE PROGRAM?

Yes! In fact, Health Coaches often work with clients 
who are generally healthy. Even these employees can 

benefit from health coaching as they may not be 
practicing nutrition and lifestyle habits that will ensure 

long-term health and vitality. Each participating 
employee will begin the program by filling out a Health 

History form so I can pinpoint any areas, obvious or not, 
where better health and lifestyle choices can be made.

HOW WILL HIRING YOU BENEFIT THIS 
ORGANIZATION?

 Chronic stress, poor dietary habits, and lack of exercise all 
significantly contribute to employee performance. Luckily, 
many of these costly, chronic ailments can be avoided with 
simple, preventative care for employees. Hiring me for your 

company is a cost-effective solution to improve employee 
health and morale while decreasing your organizations 

health-related costs. By working with me, employees will 
learn how to make better food & lifestyle choices, improving 

their physical and mental well-being. In return, your 
organization will see an increase in employee engagement 
and productivity, and a decrease in employee stress and 
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Let's connect!

LINKED IN

linkedin.com/in/nathasya-octaviane/

FACEBOOK

hwww.facebook.com/akkuholistichealth/

INSTAGRAM

@bitetoroots
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CONTACT ME

Carrer Balmes 76, 3-2, Barcelona, 08007, Spain

MAILING ADDRESS

hello@wellnesswithakku.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

+34 652 505 271

PHONE NUMBER

www.wellnesswithakku.com

WEBSITE



If you have a problem that can be solved 
with action, you don't have a problem.

MEL ROBBINS

WORDS TO LIVE BY


